Our contribution relates to lossless compression of pseudo color images (images with a palette). The proposed method is a preprocessing step preceeding actual compression. Indices in the palette are semioptimally permuted during preprocessing. For actual image compression, our own nonlinear predictor based method is used 1 but the proposed invisible palette modi cation is relevant to most of other compression techniques too. Experiments with numerous images show that indices reordering in the palette yields data savings from 10 to 50 % for typical images.
TASK FORMULATION AND PRINCIPAL IDEA 1.Palette as source of savings
This paper discusses a lossless compression of pseudo color images (images with a palette). Many compression techniques utilize the assumption about the continuity of the image function. The same is true for our nonlinear predictor-based image compression 1 that uses image representation that is still not widely known. 2 Typical pseudo color images are reindexed by the palette and break continuity (or smoothness) assumption.
Let us rst introduce a few concepts. The pseudocolor image is created by a mapping R; G; B] = palette(f(x; y)). R; G; B] are individual color components of the output pseudocolor image, i.e. three intensity images. The palette image consists of (1) the input index image f (x; y) and (2) a look up table called a palette. The f (x; y) will be called a palette index function in the sequel. The pseudocolor image is usually quantized from the true color image or is produced by an interactive painting program. The quantization algorithm causes discontinuities in the palette index function f (x; y). This e ect can signi cantly decrease the compression ratio.
Works of others
There are many available compression algorithms for gray level images and true color images. Pseudo color images are usually compressed by the same algorithms as gray level ones. The compression ratio depends in these cases on a rst order entropy (we will call it smoothness in the sequel).
A simple way how to increase a smoothness of an image function for compression purpose was proposed in. 3 The brightness index Y , calculated e.g. as Y = R +G+B or Y = 0:3R +0:6G+0:1B, was linked to each color item. The palette entries were sorted according to this index. Some unused palette entries can be removed and some duplicated items could be merged.
Two possible modi cations to palette that are not fully contradictory are mentioned in 4 :
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Sort indices in order to enhance human perception. This method seeks for a minimal length l = P K i=1 l i , where K is number of indices. See Figure 1 for explanation of this method. Sort indices to increase available compression ratio.
The most related work to our contribution 5 assumes a linear predictor as lossless compression technique. The indices reordering is formulated as optimization. Three heuristic solutions are suggested. Two of them are very computatioanally expensive due to used simulated annealing. The third one is based on greedy optimization algorithm and produces worse results than our method.
The paper 6 describes lossy compression of palette images. Proposed lossy compression starts with construction of the optimal shortest route through used colors in the RGB (or LUV) color space. This route is depicted in Figure 1 . 
The idea of the proposed palette modi cation
The basic idea is to re-establish the smoothness of the palette index function f (x; y). Both newly created palette index function f 0 (x; y) and the table look up palette' are modi ed in the way that the resulting colors, i.e. R; G; B] values, remain the same for all pairs of corresponding pixels from both images.
palette(f (x; y)) = palette 0 (f 0 (x; y)): (1) This paper proposes a computationally e ective method that nds the modi ed palette index function f 0 (x; y) and new palette' automatically.
Every multi level image (as f (x; y) is) can be treated as stacked bit planes. Our method (a) performs statistical analysis of the adjacency of the intensity values in the neighborhood of each pixel and (b) minimizes the number of value changes (i.e. rst order entropy) in the current bit plane rearranging bit planes below it. Smoothing of palette index function f 0 (x; y) is achieved. The proposed algorithm starts from the most signi cant bit plane and proceeds to bit planes below it.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD 2.1. Creating neighbourhood relations table
This image has same data ordering as gray, but without a gray interpretation.
f(x,y-1) Figure 2 . Evaluating a neighbourhood relations.
Let u, v be two values (i.e. indices into the palette) of the palette index function f (x; y) in two di erent but neighboring pixels. The used neighborhood of the current pixel (x; y) is shown in Figure 2 . The symmetric relation clasp(u; v) = clasp(v; u) tells whether two indices u, v are adjacent. Let us call clasp the index adjacency relation. We use the intuitive name clasp as the notion of a something that fastens two regions with intensities u; v (index values) together. Simple statistics of the local index adjacency relation will serve as a measure of the smoothness of the palette index function f (x; y).
We are interested in the number of occurrences (statistics) of indices adjacency relations rel in the whole image f (x; y). This information is stored in index adjacency table S(i; j ). It has the same number of rows and columns that is equal to range (number of values) of the palette index function f (x; y). The size of S(i; j ) is typically 256 256 (for 256 indices). The table entries tell us how many times indices u and v are adjacent in the image. The statistical information stored in S(i; j ) resembles more general co-occurrence matrix used typically in the texture analysis. 7 The indices adjacency table S is symmetric and only lower (or upper) triangular part of it needs to be stored. The values on main diagonal (identity relation) are not needed by the proposed algorithm. Therefore we will ignore a diagonal axis in our matrix in the further text. This is because there is no suitable information on the diagonal axis for optimization of changes between regions. The value on the diagonal axis only says how many indices with same value are together. This value has no in uence for optimization step. It can be assumed that all diagonal axis is set to zero.
In our case, the whole square indices adjacency table S is stored as it eases further computations. We further assume that a number of indices is power of two for a computational purposes. If not the table S is extended by dummy zeros.
The indices adjacency table S is lled by one pass traversal of the image according to the neighborhood mask. For mask in Figure 2 The statistics stored in the intensity adjacency table S will be used to nd optimal palette index function f 0 (x; y). How it is done is described in the coming section.
OPTIMAL PALETTE INDEX FUNCTION 3.1. Formulation of the optimization task
Let us start with an informal description of the optimization task that should be performed. A pseudocolor image depicting green and red pepper was chosen as a motivating example, see rst row in Figure 6 , where the pseudocolor image is shown in intensity values only. The di culty with the lossless compression algorithms for pseudocolor images is that there are too many discontinuities in corresponding palette index function f (x; y). Let us show them in individual bit planes of f (x; y) for the pepper image. Three bit planes #8, #5 and #1 from all eight bit planes of the palette index function f (x; y) are displayed in the leftmost column of the Figure 6 . Even the most signi cant bit plane #8 changes often too.
Our aim is to permute indices of the palette index function f (x; y) in such a manner that resulting binary images in individual bit planes consist of the smallest number of large regions. Larger and smoother regions ease the further image compression. The top bit plane is most signi cant and thus is processed rst. Our algorithm is designed in such way, that lower bit planes could be modi ed similarly but the already modi ed bit planes above it should remain intact.
Processing of bit planes is a combinatorial optimization problem. To simplify it, we is assume that all n indices are divided into two groups G Let us assume that there is some initial division of indices into two groups G 1 and G 2 . A single candidate index in both groups is found that ts less to the current group than other indices. These two found indices are swapped between groups. The process is repeated until the the global criterion describing division into two groups is minimized. Theoretically, this minimization would perform perfectly if the optimization criterion was convex. Unfortunately, it seems that the convexity assumption does not hold for real images. The algorithm may get stuck in a local minimum.
On the other hand, experiments have shown that even this simple minimization yields much smoother palette index function f 0 (x; y) if a good initial estimate of indices k division into groups G 1 and G 2 is available. Our division is based on the strategy that light colors create one group and dark colors second group of indices. Therefore such initial division is very close to the situation when indices are sorted according to intensity. The adjacency relations between values of palette index function in the local neighborhood (recall Figure 2 ) are used to de ne the optimization criterion. The index adjacency relation was denoted clasp(u; v) in Section 2.1. Indices are split into two disjoint groups G 1 and G 2 with the same cardinality. The number of clasp(u; v), u 2 G 1 , v 2 G 2 , u 6 = v tells how many relations are between distinct groups. The number of existing relations clasp(u; v), u 2 G 1 , v 2 G 1 , u 6 = v tells how many relations are within group G 1 , similarly for G 2 . All three numbers can build up a quality measure of the grouping of indices into G 1 and G 2 . They help to nd best candidates for swapping between G 1 and G 2 . The good news is that all needed statistics can be e ciently extracted from the indices adjacency table S.
Unsorted Sorted Figure 3 . Clasps in unsorted and sorted image The image in Figure 3 illustrates one bit plane from a hypothetical image before and after indices are sorted. The resulting image consists of less number of regions and thus is easier to compress.
Reduction of the optimization complexity
If nothing is known about dependencies among palette indices then a global optimization would yield an optimal permutation of indices that corresponds to the most smooth palette index function. Some authors propose simulated annealing for this purpose. 4, 5 Let assume that each possible con guration of indices is understood as one state. Our space of indices con gurations would have n! possible states. We look for additional constraints that may reduce number of acceptable states during optimization.
The 
Global optimization criterion
We have seen how quality w k enables to nd candidates for swapping. The simplest hill climbing optimization is used. A global optimization criterion Q is needed for this purpose.
The pre-calculated indices adjacency table S(i; j ) contains needed information, see Figure 4 (a), where four distinct parts W (6) The global optimization criterion Q is the the sum of qualities of all indices in both groups. Q is evaluated as the whole corresponding area in the index adjacency table S. Notice that our approach to the computation is strictly hierarchical. It hierarchically reduces the size of data. First of all, we have the whole pseudocolor image. Next we compute an index adjacency table, which is smaller. Qualities of indices could be stored in a vector w which we can be created only from indices adjacency table. This vector could be computed only from the table S. We proceed up to the global criterion from vector w of indices qualities. Such approach eases computation. 
This is the desirable result as we need only values w k and not their parts w ? k and w + k . The couple of indices with the smallest value is searched for. Of course, this value cannot be found by examining all possibilities as such algorithm would be very computationally expensive. The simpler algorithm is used which searches only for indices with smallest value in evaluating vector w in both groups. Each chosen index is paired to the index from other group that the value is minimal. Now, just one couple of indices with smaller is chosen from two couples.
The swapping operation is repeated until the optimization criterion decreases (e.g. < 0 for any combination a 2 G 1 and b 2 G 2 ). Then the algorithm stops. The division into two groups in the actual bit plane is done. The algorithm is recursive but it must stop after nite number of steps. The overall criterion Q cannot be smaller than minus sum of all clasps in the image. It is very pessimistic but the algorithm stops in practice after small number of transactions (typically 5-10). If two indices are swapped then all items in the vector w must be updated. New items w a and w b were already de ned. The computational cost can be computed from equations (17), (8 . Evaluating a second bit plane. The algorithm proceeds from higher to less signi cant bit planes. The task is to split both index groups G 1 and G 2 into four groups in bit plane below the top one. The approach is similar to that described above. But the computation is more complicated. See Figure 5 for arrangement of groups in the matrix S for this bit plane.
Previous group G 1 is divided into two groups G 11 and G 12 and the group G 2 is divided to G 21 and G 22 . Groups G 11 ; G 12 ; G 21 ; G 22 are obtained. Indices may be swapped only between G 11 and G 12 and between G 21 and G 22 . Each group has two parts: moveable one and unmovable one. When groups G 11 and G 12 are optimized the group G 11 has G 21 as its unmovable part. Similarly, the group G 12 has G 22 as its unmovable part.
Indices could be swapped only between moveable parts but computation must involve both parts. All previous equations can be used without modi cation. The only di erence is in the selection phase which nds the pair of indices to be swapped.
It could appear that the number of groups increases exponentially for lower planes. But this is not the case. Previous groups are split into two parts. One pair of groups is selected as moveable and all other subgroups are merged into their unmovable rests.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed method was tested on six pseudocolor images obtained from the web. The results are summarized in Table 1 . First column gives image names. Second column shows image sizes of input uncompressed images, i.e. rows columns number of bits per pixel. The third column depicts number of bytes of uncompressed images including palette stored in BMP format. The column with heading FH gives the number of bytes after our own compression. 1 The fth column gives the size of images if palette was rst reordered according to intensity. 3 The rightmost column shows the in uence of the indices and palette modi cation that is contribution of this paper. The length of the le in bytes including palette after palette modi cation and FH compression. The gain in compression for palette color images is measured as a ratio: Gain = total output bytes (no optimization) ? total output bytes (optimal) total output bytes (optimal) 100% (
Results of experiments showing how the proposed modi cation of the palette index function and palette works with other lossless compression algorithms are illustrated in Table 2 . Besides our own FH algorithm the Calic 9 and PNG (Portable Network Graphics) 10 were tested. Worse results compared to ours in the case PNG are caused by its compression method that does just some simple rearrangement of indices into the palette. Implementations of two latter methods were obtained from web. Compression method Calic supports compression for images with 256 colors only. Thus some entries in Table 2 remain labeled unknown. The symbol (p) in table heading denotes that method modifying palette proposed in this paper was used.
Compression results of lossless compression methods improved signi cantly when palette index function f (x; y) and palette were modi ed using method suggested in this paper. The best results were obtained with our FH algorithm. 1 Let us visualize the results of a proposed palette modi cation algorithm in a pictorial form. The image with several red and green peppers (called Pepper) was chosen as an example. Three di erent palette index functions are shown in the rst row of Figure 6 . These images were obtained by truncating palette and adding monotonic gray Image name Table 2 . Performance of palette modi cation with other compression methods.
palette. The gray level image that looks most similarly to the original pseudocolor image is displayed in Figure 6 (b), rst row. Colors were converted to intensities Y = R + G + B and the palette index function was sorted according to the intensity Y . Figure 6(a) , rst row, illustrates the original palette index function. Notice very many changes in it. The palette index function that is the outcome of the proposed optimization algorithm is shown in Figure 6(c) , rst row. Nine binary images in Figure 6 , rows 2 4, provide even more intuitive insight into results. Bit planes #8, #5, #1 corresponding to intensity images in Figure 6 , rst row, are shown in each column. The leftmost column shows three bit planes of the palette index function. The middle column visualizes performance of the much simpler re-arrangement of the palette according to intensity Y . 3 The rightmost column visually demonstrates results of the palette optimization described in this paper. Notice that even bit plane #5 is relatively smooth if our modi cation was used. Do not forget that these three images produce the same color image.
The proposed palette index function optimization algorithm is reasonably fast. It runs slightly below one second for an 512x512x8bit pseudocolor image on Intel Pentium with 200 MHz clock frequency.
CONCLUSIONS
The method that optimizes palette index function of the pseudocolor image was described. The modi cation aims at more smooth palette index function. Such smoothing consequently yields better results of lossless compression. The method can be used prior any lossless compression technique is applied. We believe that the suggested optimization of the palette index function can be easily incorporated into standard lossless pseudocolor images compression methods. The reverse step is not needed during decompression phase. Thus no additional software is needed in image viewers.
Method can be practically used for 4, 16 and 256 color palette images of any size. If there are more colors (e.g. 16 bits per pixel) the indices adjacency table S would be huge to be stored in the memory. Theoretically, the proposed method should work even in this case.
Tests on real images demonstrate compression improvement between 10% -50%. The actual improvement depends how the original color image was quantized when pseudocolor image was created and of course on the used compression technique.
If the reader wants to test the method then she/he is advised to consult www page http://cmp.felk.cvut.cz/~fojtik/ for our implementation.
The planned future work is to: (a) study more carefully the optimization and learn if there is not a computationally plausible way how to overcome local minima; (b) to formalize a good initial guess that is used prior the iterative optimization starts.
